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Abstract
A methodology is presented and validated through which long-term fixed site air quality
measurements are used to characterise and remove temporal signals in sample-based
measurements which have good spatial coverage but poor temporal resolution. The work has been
carried out specifically to provide a spatial dataset of atmospheric ultrafine particle (UFP < 100 nm)
data for ongoing epidemiologic cohort analysis but the method is readily transferable to wider
epidemiologic investigations and research into the health effects of other pollutant species.

Introduction
Urban sources of atmospheric ultrafine particles (UFPs <
100 nm) are largely traffic related and resultant number
concentrations exhibit high temporal and spatial variabil-
ity [1-3]. Although some progress has been made in
understanding UFP spatial and temporal dependencies,
and models are beginning to emerge, knowledge of UFP
dispersion behaviour does not yet support the develop-
ment of fully robust dispersion algorithms [4]. Since epi-
demiological studies require but often lack, valid and
reliable exposure information taking into account both
temporal and spatial variation, research into the wider
health outcomes of UFPs is currently restricted [2]. Such
work is important due to the increasing evidence of the
higher mass-for-mass toxicity of UFPs compared to larger
particles [5,2].

Existing experimental work has tended to rely on analysis
of data at a small number of locations often creating rich
temporal datasets but more limited spatial datasets [3].
However, the emphasis in this study is on the creation of
a large spatial dataset of spot samples which can then be
linked to exposure relevant spatial units. Since concentra-
tions reflect both spatial and temporal processes, a first
task was to design a means of removing temporal signals
from the data. This article therefore details sample design
and a novel data pre-processing approach, which provides
input for ultimate research aims of: (a) UFP local variance
estimation for affinity zone identification (exposure-rele-
vant zones within which UFP concentrations are likely to
be similar) and (b) UFP prediction for exposure character-
isation.
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Methodology
Sample design and data collection
Sampling occurred from mid January to mid May 2008
and had a fixed and a mobile component. The fixed com-
ponent comprised a city-centre and an urban background
site (Figure 1a) and was intended to: (a) provide a broad
understanding of temporal variation in UFP in two differ-
ent settings within the study area and (b) enable pre-
processing of the mobile data. UFP one minute mean
number concentration counts were taken continuously
throughout the five-month sampling period. After quality
control, usable data covered a 14 week period. The mobile
component comprised 232 3-minute mean spot measure-
ments made over a 32 km2 transect from Manchester city
centre to the suburbs. The transect-based study area was a
compromise between the need to maximise coverage of:
land-use types; distances from the city centre; and cohort
residences within an ongoing asthma and allergy birth
cohort [6]. Mobile sites were chosen at two different spa-
tial resolutions. The first was designed to help capture
large (city) scale patterns and involved making spot meas-
urements using a pseudo-regular grid. To aid the logistics
of spatial sampling five sub-areas were used. The second
was designed to allow the consideration of medium scale
patterns and used a mixture of random and stratified ran-
dom sampling (by land-use zone) in one sub-area (Figure
1a).

All mobile-site data were collected on weekdays 10 am-3
pm under mainly dry and wind-free meteorological con-
ditions. This targeted sampling campaign was chosen so
as to minimise unwanted temporal and meteorological
variability (particularly wind and precipitation) so that
the data could be considered a snapshot of a UFP spatial
process. An average of 25 sites was visited on any given
sampling day and duplicate measurements were found at
most sites for later cross validation. All sites had at least
one UFP measurement and the final dataset consisted of
402 measurements in total. For both fixed- and mobile-
site UFP data, corresponding meteorological data were
also found. For the former, Met Office data were used, and
for the latter local meteorological measurements were
found using a hand-held (kestrel ®) device. UFP measure-
ments were found using TSI ® WCPCs (model 3781) at the
fixed-sites and hand-held TSI ® P-TRAKs (model 8525) at
the mobile-sites both of which have high sampling rates.

Pre-processing the UFP data
Even with a targeted sampling campaign, some unwanted
temporally and meteorologically induced variability in
the mobile-site UFP data is expected. Consequently, this
data is pre-processed to produce spatial data more suitable
for research aims. Air pollution studies that have used
some sort of data pre-processing prior to a predictive
regression fit include those of [7-10], but none provided a

methodology transferable to this research. As such, a
novel pre-processing methodology is presented and
involves an investigation of patterns in the fixed-site UFP
data at two temporal scales.

Small-scale diurnal trends in the fixed-site UFP data were
analysed in order to provide the basis for pre-processing
the mobile-site data to an equivalent time of day between
the 10 am-3 pm sampling frame. A nonlinear, local regres-
sion (LR) fit [11] was found for individual averaged week-
days. It was assumed that this LR fit represents the same
underlying diurnal pattern in UFP variability at each
mobile-site and adjustments could therefore be made
assuming a proportional relationship.

Wintertime conditions seem to provide highest UFP con-
centrations and relationships have also been found with
temperature and wind speed [12,13]. Therefore it was also
necessary to carry out large-scale, temporal and meteoro-
logical mobile-site data pre-processing. This accorded to
separate multiple linear regression (MLR) fits to each
fixed-site UFP dataset, specified with three temporal indi-
cator covariates (day of week (T1), sampling week (T2)
and day/night (T3)); two meteorological continuous cov-
ariates (wind speed (WS) and temperature (TP)); and two
meteorological indicator covariates (precipitation (PC)
and a WS-PC interaction term). This provided two forms
of large-scale data pre-processing results: a detrended and
an adjusted UFP spatial dataset.

Validation of pre-processing strategy
Duplicate mobile-site samples were earmarked for cross
validation and then screened resulting in 169 duplicate
measurements for 169 sites. This data was then divided
into two equally-sized cross-validation datasets, A and B.

Results
Pre-processing step 1: small-scale adjustments

Average diurnal patterns in the fixed-site UFP data indi-
cates higher concentration counts and higher variability at
the city-centre site compared to the urban site (Figure 1b).
An LR fit to an average of the two time-series datasets was
used for the small-scale UFP adjustments (Figure 1b with
a 4-hour smoothing bandwidth). Mobile-site UFP data
can now be adjusted to reflect sampling at a user-specified
time of 12 pm using:

. Here

UFP_ADJ_SS and UFP_ACT are the adjusted and actual
values, respectively; and UFP_PRED_1 and UFP_PRED_2
are LR predictions found at the actual sample time (e.g.
11.09 am) and at 12 pm, respectively. UFP_PRED_1 and

UFP_ADJ_SS UFP_PRED_2UFP_ACT
UFP_PRED_1

= ( ) ×
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a) study area; b) LR fit to an average of both fixed-site datasets, themselves averaged by day; c) Summary of MLR fits to hourly fixed-site datasetsFigure 1
a) study area; b) LR fit to an average of both fixed-site datasets, themselves averaged by day; c) Summary of 
MLR fits to hourly fixed-site datasets. MLR fits are given with the direction of the relationship and covariates marked with 
* indicate that their coefficients are significantly different from zero at the 99.9% level.
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Universities
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0 1 20.5
Kilometers

0 10 205
Kilometers

�

Transect location within 
Greater Manchester 

Manchester

Study area and sub area boundaries 
with selected top level land use (UMT) classes

� Mobile sample sites
�� Cohort residencies

Study area and sub area boundaries
Urban Morphology Type Groups

COMMUNITY SERVICES

FARMLAND

INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS

MINERALS

PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED LAND
RECREATION AND LEISURE

RESIDENTIAL

RETAIL

TRANSPORT

UNUSED LAND

UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

WOODLAND

(b) 

(c) 
Fixed-site Reduced MLR model from stepwise fit R-squared 
City-centre Intercept (+)*, WS (-)*, TP(-)*, T1 (-)*, T2 (-)* & T3 (+)* 0.38 

Urban Intercept (+)*, WS (-)*, TP(-)*, T2 (-)*, T3 (+)* & WS-PC (+) 0.32 
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UFP_PRED_2 must correspond to the weekday that
UFP_ACT was sampled on.

Pre-processing step 2 (option A): large-scale detrending
For Step 2, a MLR model is fitted to each of the fixed-site
datasets, where UFP and meteorological measurements
are taken in a 'raw' hourly-averaged form. A stepwise fit-
ting procedure is followed and the reduced MLR fits retain
five of the original seven UFP covariates (Figure 1c). Each
covariate only relates to variation that needs to be filtered
from the small-scale adjusted data (Step 1). In this respect,
the resultant regressions are not expected to fit well, as the
underlying sources of UFP are not being modelled. Next
the mobile-site UFP data is detrended using one of the
fixed-site regressions according to whether a mobile site is
classed as urban or city centre (based on proximity). For
clarity, a mobile-site detrending involves; (i) specifying
one of the fixed-site regressions with covariate data partic-
ular to the mobile-site, (ii) calculating the UFP prediction
and (iii) subtracting this prediction from the actual
mobile-site UFP value. The key assumption is that the
coefficients of the fixed-site regressions are transferable to
the mobile-sites.

Pre-processing step 2 (option B): large-scale adjustments
Detrended data of step 2 (option A) provides pre-proc-
essed data loosely centred on a mean of zero, which is
suitable for modelling UFP variability but unsuitable for
UFP prediction. Consequently, the (small-scale adjusted)
mobile-site data of step 1 is adjusted a second time to pro-
vide a fully-adjusted pre-processed dataset. These large-
scale adjustments are directly based on the fixed-site
detrending regressions and are similar in concept to the
small-scale adjustments of step 1, i.e. proportionality is
assumed. In this case, user-specified UFP covariate values
are chosen so that adjusted datasets can be found for any
particular time (for T1, T2 and T3) and meteorological
condition (for WS, TP and WS-PC). This could be such
that the lowest, average, or highest expected UFP concentra-
tions are found. For this article, an adjusted dataset is
found where average UFP concentrations are expected.

Cross-validation

Original unadjusted data and pre-processed data are both
affected by spatial drivers of UFP concentration patterns.
However, since unwanted temporal and meteorological
influences have been removed in the pre-processed data,
pre-processed cross-validation dataset A should relate
more strongly to pre-processed cross-validation dataset B,
than is the case for the unadjusted cross validation data-
sets. Therefore our pre-processing strategy can be vali-
dated by using scatterplots and associated diagnostics
(Figure 2a). A strong relationship between the two cross-
validation datasets should result in a mean error

( ) of zero (reflecting

an even scatter around the 45° line), an MLR-intercept of
zero, an MLR-slope of one and a correlation coefficient of
1. All diagnostics indicate that the detrended pre-proc-
essed data performs better than the unadjusted data and
as such should be preferred for subsequent research mod-
elling aims. Similarly positive cross-validation results
were found for the adjusted pre-processed data.

Exploratory analysis for the modelling stages of 
the research
Exploratory investigations are presented to clarify the
value of the pre-processing methodology with respect to
the dual aims of this research.

UFP local variance estimation
Geographically weighted local variance surfaces [14] are
presented for unadjusted and detrended UFP data in Fig-
ure 2b. The local variances are found using an inverse dis-
tance weighting (IDW) function (bandwidth = 25%). As
expected, both surfaces indicate areas of high and low UFP
variability in the city-centre and suburban areas, respec-
tively. Alternative measures of local variability and differ-
ent optimisation algorithms are being developed,
building on existing work in this area [15].

UFP prediction
Relationships between UFP and a number of urban cov-
ariates are also being explored and can be used to provide
input into a land-use regression approach [16]. Covariates
include road and traffic patterns, population density,
building heights, distance to city centre, exposure-relevant
land-use zones and associated surface cover properties.
Depending on the nature of any spatial dependence
found in the UFP data, these covariates may also provide
input to a geostatistical approach [17]. Figure 2c shows
exploratory IDW mean surfaces for spatial trends (band-
width = 35%). The unadjusted and adjusted data exhibit a
clear spatial trend from the city centre to the suburbs, the
nature of which is entirely reasonable and suggestive of
city-scale patterns, which may underlie the metre scale
variability reported elsewhere [1]. The adjusted data has a
much reduced UFP variance over the unadjusted data,
partially reflecting its on average specification.

Conclusion
This article presented and validated a methodology to pre-
process highly variable UFP number concentration data
collected through spot sampling into data that can be
assumed to represent data collected at the same time and
under the same meteorological conditions. This cost-
effective approach to sampling provides an information-

ME = ( ) ( ) − ( ){ }
=
∑1

1
N z x z xA i B i

i

N
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a) cross-validation scatterplots and diagnostics; b) local UFP variance surfaces; c) local UFP mean surfacesFigure 2
a) cross-validation scatterplots and diagnostics; b) local UFP variance surfaces; c) local UFP mean surfaces.
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rich spatial dataset that is rarely found in UFP studies or
wider air pollution research.

The study whose preliminary methods have been
described here will form the basis of more robust epide-
miologic research for cohort studies a large proportion of
whose population reside in the study area described in
[6]. Moreover, the methodology from this study is trans-
ferable to other epidemiologic investigations and should
permit a better classification of exposure as well as a more
efficient sampling strategy.

List of abbreviations used
UFP: Ultra Fine Particles; MLR: multiple linear regression;
LR: local regression; IDW: inverse distance weighting;
UMT: Urban Morphology Unit (land-use class).
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